We propose a framework for video transmission over cognitive radio networks. Our objective is to determine the optimal streaming policy, optimal enhancement layer bit rate of each frame, in order to maximize the overall perceived video quality while keeping quality fluctuation at minimum. In our framework we introduce a channel usage pattern model based on the two-state Markov model and estimate the future busy and idle duration of spectrum based on past observations. On the basis of this scheme, we formulate the streaming optimization problem under the constraint of the available bandwidth budget so that the optimal number of enhancement layer bits are assigned to each frame. We extend this algorithm for three different optimization levels: frame, GOP and scene. We evaluate our algorithm through extensive trace-driven simulation, and show it improves the received video quality and increases bandwidth utilization.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of bandwidth intensive wireless applications has increased the demand for wireless spectrum and raised the challenging issue of spectrum scarcity in recent years. Study [7] shows that the spectrum scarcity is largely due to the spectrum underutilization rather than physical shortage of spectrum. According to the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) [6] , temporal and geographical variations in the utilization of the assigned spectrum ranges from 15% to 85% [1] . According to another study done in major US cities during various periods in July 2002 many portions of the spectrum below 1 GHz remain unused for significant periods of time [7] . The underutilization of spectrum is mainly due to the conventional fixed spectrum assignment policy where the wireless spectrum is leased to some operators (primary users) for a fixed, relatively long period of time (several years). Such static spectrum assignment leads to spectrum white spaces resulting in inefficient spectrum utilization.
Dynamic spectrum access allows unlicensed (secondary) users to access the unused portion of the spectrum owned by licensed (primary) users. Dynamic spectrum access is facilitated by the use of cognitive radio networks. Cognitive Radio (CR) is a wireless communication system which is aware of the environment and its changes and can adapt its parameters accordingly. Two main characteristics of a cognitive radio network are Cognitive Capability-the ability to sense the unused spectrum at any time and location, and Reconfigurability-the ability to send and receive at different frequency bands. The components of a cognitive radio network can be classified as primary and secondary network. The primary network is licensed to operate in a certain band and consists of primary users and the primary base station. The secondary network can access the licensed band of the primary users in an opportunistic or negotiated manner [1] .
In this paper, we investigate the problem of improving the quality of the streamed video in a single-channel transmission scheme in CR networks. Spectrum scarcity is one of the main obstacles for delivering high quality multimedia services. Therefore, multimedia transmission, as a bandwidth hungry application with stringent delay constraints, is one of the candidates that can fully benefit from cognitive radio technology. Our scenario involves a base-station transmitting video to a group of users. Beside licensed access to a spectrum band, the base-station can also access the secondary channel opportunistically whenever it is idle. In order to accommodate heterogeneous secondary channel states, we adopt fine grained scalability (FGS) to encode each video into a base layer and an enhancement layer [15] . With FGS, the enhancement layer can be truncated at any bit level so that users can receive a video quality corresponding to the channel condition. The base layer contains the basic quality information and the enhancement layer contains more detailed data to improve the service quality. We transmit the base layer on the most stable channel, primary channel, to which base station has licensed access. The enhancement layer is delivered on the secondary channel. We model the availability of the secondary channel as a Markov chain and estimate the duration of future idle and busy periods on the secondary channel based on past observations. We propose an optimization algorithm, CRS (Cognitive Radio Streaming), to determine the optimal enhancement layer bit rate for each substream in the video stream under the estimated bandwidth budget constraint. We extend our formulation to perform optimization at individual frame level, GOP level and scene level. We present simulation results to provide a comparison in terms of average video quality and quality variation under the three mentioned optimization schemes. We observe that the frame-level optimization case, although being more computationally expensive, achieves a higher overall quality throughout the session while maintaining relatively low quality variation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related work. In Section 3, we present the system overview. Then we formulate an optimization problem to determine the optimal streaming policy and present an efficient algorithm to solve this problem in Section 4. We evaluate the proposed algorithm in Section 5 and we conclude the paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Cognitive radio research covers a broad range of topics. As seen in [1] and [23] most of them have been mainly focused on physical and MAC layers such as spectrum sensing and spectrum access. In [22] , Zhao et. al formulate the opportunistic spectrum access problem as a Markovian decision process (CMDP) with the objective to maximize the channel utilization while limiting the interference.
The important QoS issue has also been considered in a few papers [18, 10, 5] . The focus of the papers are mainly on metrics such as throughput and delay. In [5] , Fattahi et. al propose a game theoretic approach for the problem of resource allocation for multimedia transmission in spectrum agile wireless networks where each station plays a resource management game coordinated by a network moderator. In [19] and [11] , single-layer approaches are designed to provide QoS for multimedia transmission over CR networks. In [19] , a cognitive MAC scheme is used to keep secondary users from interfering with primary users and in [11] , Kushwaha et. al model the arrival of primary users as a Poisson process and design a metric to measure the quality of sub-channels to select the required ones from the spectrum pool.
Video multicast is one of the important multimedia services that has attracted considerable efforts from the research community. For example in [8] , the problem of multicast video service in cognitive radio networks is formulated as an optimization problem with video quality and proportional fairness as objectives. In [13] , Liu et. al addressed the joint problem of layering and bandwidth allocation. In [14] , Mansour et. al consider multi-user bit-rate and latency control of scalable video content in a cognitive radio network. The video transmission system is formulated as a switching control dynamic Markovian game which results in an improvement in video quality. The voice service over cognitive radio networks has also been studied in [19] and an analytical model is proposed to estimate the capacity for secondary users.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

System Model
The network in our system includes a base station multicasting video streams to a group of clients. The base station, besides having exclusive access to the primary channel, can opportunistically access the secondary channel during its idle periods on a time division multiplex access rule (TDMA). The video is encoded into a base layer and enhancement layer with FGS. Therefore, the quality refinement of the video is proportional to the number of bits received by clients. The base layer carries the most important data and its delivery on time shall be guaranteed. Thus, the base station transmits base layers on primary spectrum. The enhancement layer will be transmitted over the secondary channel whenever it's sensed idle. Transmission over Cognitive Radio Networks imposes unique challenges on the design of streaming system including Bandwidth Variability, Complex Resource Allocation and Channel Prediction and Stringent Time Sensitivity and Delay Requirements. To address these challenges, we propose a framework for FGS video transmission framework over CR Networks with the goal to maximize video quality while keeping video fluctuation at minimum.
Traffic Model on Secondary Channel
We assume that when the network reaches a steady state, the secondary channel presents itself as an opportunity to the base station according to a Markov Model [20, 21] . The availability of spectrum to secondary user depends on the primary user's usage statistics. The primary traffic model may be different according to the type of the data it transmits. For instance, when the primary users are TV channels as proposed in IEEE 802.22 [2] , the traffic pattern will tend to be bursty. This comes from the fact that TV programs broadcast according to predetermined schedules. When the programs are terminated, the off-air period will last for a relatively long period of time. Such traffic conditions can be modeled by a two-state Markov process, which considers that the availability of secondary channel is dynamic and switches between busy and idle states with the state transitions occurring according to the following state transition matrix:
where λ is the probability of transition from idle to busy state and µ is the probability of the channel going to idle state from busy state. Since the unavailability of a channel may also be caused by channel fading, the Markov chain model can also include fading statistics. If the primary traffic is modeled as a Markov chain, the secondary access opportunities can be estimated by stochastic learning techniques [20] 
Characteristics of FGS Streams
Fine Granularity Scalability has been introduced in MPEG-4 standard, for the transmission of video over the Internet. FGS video stream is composed of two layers: base layer and enhancement layer. The unique characteristic of FGS encoding is that the enhancement layer bit stream can be truncated anywhere and the remaining bits can still be decoded. Such fine granularity truncation of enhancement layer allows server to adapt to the dynamic changes in the network. In our work, we use MPEG-4 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Fine Granularity Scalability [12] , where the enhancement layers contain an encoding of the quantization error between the original image and the related base layer decoded image. Similar to a typical scenario for transmitting FGS encoded videos over the Internet proposed by MPEG-4 committee [9] , in our scenario we assume that the base layer is transmitted with high reliability (over primary network) while the FGS enhancement layers are transmitted with lower reliability (over secondary network).
In our framework, we assume that the base layer frames are transmitted at a constant bit rate C b n over the primary channel such that they arrive on time for being displayed. However, the enhancement layer stream can be served at any rate Cn, where 0 ≤ Cn ≤ Cn,complete. We say that the enhancement layer frames are encoded at rate Cn when the first Cn * T bits of frame n are received and decoded along with its base layer from time t1 = (n − 1) * T to t2 = n * T . Our problem is to determine the best enhancement layer rate Cn for each frame n so that the average quality of the delivered video is maximized.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLU-TION
Problem Formulation
Throughout the transmission the server maintains the weighted average and standard deviation of the durations for which the secondary channel was available and busy. Based on the maintained data, the system obtains an estimation of the duration of the next busy and available duration denoted as T b est and T i est . Prior to each idle interval, ti, the server schedules a stream (segment), Gi, of the video sequence to be transmitted when the channel becomes available. The first frame in segment Gi is the frame with the smallest index number which has not been transmitted yet and whose time stamp is less than ti. The number of frames in the segment, Ni, can be computed as :
where T is a constant that denotes the frame duration in seconds. A maximum bit-budget of Bmax = T i est * BC can be allocated across segment Gi, where BC is the secondary channel bandwidth.
To determine the optimal streaming policy, the server can further group consecutive images in a segment into substreams and perform rate-distortion optimization on substreams. Depending on the level of optimization we want to achieve, the grouping policy can either be one of the three following cases: scene-based, where all images belonging to the same scene are grouped together in a substream; GOPbased, where each substream contains all frames belonging to the same group of pictures, or frame-based, where each substream contains an individual frame.
Our problem can be formally stated as follows. Given a segment G, let S be the number of substreams in segment G and Ns be the number of frames in each substream s, wheres = 1, ...., S. With the maximum bandwidth budget Bmax, let πs denote the number of bits allocated to each frame in substream s, with π = (π1, ..., πS) being the streaming policy for the current segment G. We define θ(π) as the overall quality of the current allocation segment under policy π. Therefore, θs,n(π) is defined as the quality (in PSNR) of frame n, n = 1, ..., Ns, in substream s when the enhancement layers of frames in that substream are encoded with π bits. Given the above definitions, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows: For the current allocation segment and a given maximum bit budget Bmax, find the optimal policy π = (π 1 , ....., π S ) that: The optimization problem has an exponential number of feasible solutions, and trying all of them to find the optimal one is extremely expensive. In the following subsection, we propose an efficient and optimal algorithm to solve our problem with the use of the dynamic programming approach.
Optimal Algorithm
The optimization problem is a resource allocation problem and to solve it we employ a dynamic programming algorithm. At each step of the algorithm, we can increment the enhancement layer of frames in a substream in fixed size units U , which can be in bytes, layers, etc. The key observation here is that in order to look at the problem as a bounded knapsack, each substream s corresponds to I items in the sack. The weight of item Is,i, s = 1, .., S and i = 1, .., I, is equal to size(U ) * n bits, with n being the number of frames in item Is,i. The item's profit is equal to the increased video quality gained by adding U units to the enhancement layer of all frames in the corresponding substream.
It is important to mention that in our evaluations, we use the FGS video traces and rate-distortion curves provided in [3] to measure the quality of the streamed video. As it wasn't possible to model the enhancement layer ratedistortion curves by a simple function, a piecewise linear approximation, using the 200 Kbps spaced sample points, is employed in [3] which gives an accurate characterization of the rate-distortion curve. Therefore, in the implementation of our algorithm, we choose our step unit U to be 833 bytes and increment the possible values of enhancement layer bits per frame in steps of 833 bytes (200 Kbit/sec * 0.033 sec/8), 0.033 is the time duration of each frame in our scenario.
We can define the profit function θ(π w 0,...,i ) as the quality obtained by the optimal policy π w 0,...,i under optimal assignment of w bits to the first i items where each item is either included in the sack or not. Including item i with corresponding substream s in the sack is equivalent to adding 833 bytes to the number of bits allocated to each frame in substream s, πs and yields profit θi. Given the above definitions the problem can be broken down into subproblems as follows: Therefore, π , the optimal assignment policy, can be obtained recursively using (1). Our solution, as shown in Algorithm 1, called CRS (Cognitive Radio Streaming), shows a dynamic programming algorithm to find the optimal streaming policy for the current allocation stream using the forward recursive fixing technique [4] .
The algorithm states that the optimal solution to the problem of assigning w bits to i items either includes item i, in which case the optimal policy can be obtained by adding 833 bytes to all frames in the corresponding substream of item i plus the optimal subproblem solution for assignment of w − weight(i) bits to i − 1 items; or does not include item i, in which case the optimal policy is the optimal subproblem solution for i − 1 items with the same weight w bits. At each stage, these two choices are compared and the one that yields the maximum quality is selected. To reduce the complexity, the solution is stored in (w, i) entry of a dynamic programming table so that repeated subproblems are only solved once. This algorithm is pseudo polynomial in time. Another technique would be Marginal analysis which is computationally less demanding but requires the profit function to be concave. As seen in [3] , the rate-distortion function consists of convex parts which makes using Marginal analysis not a suitable technique in our case. The computational effort of our solution depends on the aggregation case of a stream, i.e., scene-based, frame-based, GOP based, and the number of frames and scenes within a stream.
Design and Practical Considerations
Our estimation of the busy and idle periods in CRS algorithm is based on the assumption that the traffic conditions are bursty as in IEEE 802.22 and can be modeled according to a two-state Markov model. Therefore, our proposed system can operate in IEEE 802.22 WRAN network which allows cognitive use of TV white spaces (unused TV spectrum). The WRAN network is based on a point-tomultipoint structure which consists of a base-station and multiple CPEs (Customer Premises Equipment) connected to it via wireless links.
It's worth mentioning that in the real world implementaiton, the performance of the algorithm may be affected by the time duration that primary users hold the channel. Therefore in our system design, we assume that the primary users' active time on the channel is relatively long, allowing the algorithm sufficient time to compute the optimal bitrate policy for the stream and schedule the frames. The secondary users monitor the channel passively to estimate the busy and idle time intervals. In practice, the primary basestation can share the information of channel usage statistics with the secondary base-station through a control channel.
EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our video streaming framework over Cognitive Radio networks and compare it with the streaming over traditional wireless networks without taking advantage of opportunistic spectrum access.
Setup
In our experiments, we use the FGS video traces available at the Video Trace Library at Arizona State University [17, 16] . The traces are generated using Microsoft MPEG-4 software encoder/decoder with FGS functionality which produces high-quality base layer and the associated enhancement layer. The structure of Group of Picture (GOP) for base layer is IBBPBBPBBPBB with the frame period of T = 1/30 sec. The video stream is segmented into S successive scenes using the segmentation tool. We consider four video sequences in our experiments: Oprah with Commercials, Starwars, Lecture and News. The videos are encoded in QCIF format. We implement an event-driven simulator in Java to evaluate the performance of our CRS algorithm under the three mentioned optimization cases. In our simulator, the availability of the secondary channel is derived from a two-state Markov model.
We compare the quality of the perceived video under three aggregation cases while having access to secondary channel with the case that no secondary channel was presented. As can be seen in Figure 1 the extra bandwidth gain by having opportunistic access to secondary channel leads to substantial increase in image quality. The dynamic nature of secondary spectrum also leads to quality variation among frames. Figure 2 (a) depicts the average quality of each received scene of Opera sequence under three aggregation cases, while Figure 2 (b) compares the average quality of video streams transmitted during idle period. As it's observed the average quality of transmitted streams are higher in frame-based approach with the quality of successive scenes in a stream fluctuating from one scene to the next.
Quality Variation
The average image quality alone can not be an indication of the perceived overall quality. High variation in quality between successive images lowers the users' perceived quality. Therefore, we take into account two other metrics: Coefficient of Variation (CovQ(C)) and Normalized Quality (Qmin/Q).
The challenge for our streaming algorithm is to minimize CovQ(C) and maximize Qmin/Q. Figure 3 (a) plots coefficient of variation of scenes under three optimization cases. As it can be seen the coefficient of variation among images in a scene is lowest under scene-based aggregation case, because all the images in a scene were assigned equal numbers of enhancement layer bits. However, it is important to take into account the variation of quality among images belonging to different scenes. Therefore, in Figure 3 (b), we plot coefficient of variation in each stream under different aggregation cases. As observed, the frame-based approach has the lowest CovQ(C) throughout a stream while according to Figure 4 the Qmin/Q ratio in frame-based approach is slightly lower than scene-based approach but still close to 1. 
CONCLUSIONS
Limited bandwidth is the major obstacle to delivering high quality multimedia services. In this paper, we investigated the problem of multimedia transmission over cognitive radio network, which is a newly emerged wireless communication paradigm that resolves the spectrum underutilization problem by being aware of the environment and having the ability to change its transmission parameters accordingly. We introduced a secondary channel usage pattern based on Markov model and estimated the duration of future busy and idle intervals. We proposed an efficient algorithm to determine the optimal enhancement layer bit rate of the video frames under estimated bandwidth constraint. Through simulation, we compared the performance of the algorithm at three optimization levels in terms of mean quality and quality variation. We observed that frame-based optimization requires more computational effort but achieves a higher overall quality throughout the streaming session while maintaining relatively low quality variation. 
